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: : : .: CUNY Puts More
High Schoolers
Iii Its ClassrooInS

Gay and Lesbian .::::?<:.. .
Panel Discusses
Queer Issue-s---By Franck Mongbe
Contributing Writer
On Feb. 7. members of Baruch's
gay and lesbian community hosted a
discussion on the issues affecting the
Lesbian/Gay/BisexuallTransgender/
Queer movement (LGBTQ).
Professor Alisa Solomon.. executive director of the ·Center for
Lesbian and Gay Studies, welcomed
the audience of approximately. 50
people to "Imagining the Future,"
the title of the event. Gay and
Lesbian Alliance President Mihyum
Kim also greeted the guests.
The panelists. were well-know
members of the gay and lesbian
communities. were Kerry Lobel.
executive director of the National
Gay and Lesbian Task Force, Robert
Vasquez Pacheco, director of
Community
Education _ and
Organizing for the Audre Lorde
Project and Michael Warner, author
of The Trouble with Normal: Sex,
Politics. and the Ethics of Queer
Life.
The purpose of the serious but congenial discussion was to address

Cooperative effort
between Board ofEducation
and CUNY
By Shan-san Wu
News Editor

In what appears to be a response
to the phase-out of remediation policies at senior colleges that allowed
students to attend CUNY despite
unsatisfactory scores on placement
exams. the city's Board of Education
and the university will spend $20
million over the next three years to
increase the number of high school
students participating in a program
that offers them college-level preparation classes at CUNY according to
an announcement last Tuesday.
.. .
.
Shan-san Wu-News'Editor
Students at the Baruch Campus High SChool filling the halls of the 16th floor at 2:45 p.m.
This program, officially known as
. .
College Now. is designed to give students at city high schools a taste of
college-level classes and to increase
the overall preparedness of incoming
CUNY freshmen.
Published statistics indicate that
By Macollvie .Iean-Fraucois
dents and professors have expressed "They're just not doing enough."
News Editor
nearly 40 percent of city high school
their .opinions on the college's
Such a low number over a tengraduates attend CUNY and that they
efforts to recruit more Asian, black, year period suggests that the recruitaccount for more than 40 percent of
In light of the low rate of faculty Latino and others who are not ment effort is lacking. Many of the
Continued on Page 3
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According to the New York
Arthur Lewin, chair of the Black
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and Hispanic Studies department.
Times, the expansion, which came
Continued on Page 5
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Baruch .F'aculty Recruitment Fails to Reflect
Most Diverse Student Population in America
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Opening Ceremonies for Celebration of Black History Month
Feature Music, a President and Great Black Women in History
By Macollvie .Iean-Praneois
News Editor

Continued on Page 5

Great Black Women in History."
The fourth annual Donald H.
Smith lecture, named in honor of
one of Baruch's first black administrators, opened with a song and
dance by an African troupe. Drums
added to the richness of the performance by providing a rhythmic

I:'\SI ~)L

background.
Kemet (or Ancient Egypt). Many of
Soon after, Rashidi commanded them were women warriors, doctors
the stage with his pictures. While and queens. Among those mentioned
On. Feb. 8, Baruch hosted one of
going from slide to slide, he offered were' Queen Nefertari, Makeda In Features:
its liveliest lecture presentations.
explanations of each picture. Their (Queens of Sheba) and Queen Across America on two wheels,
World-renowned author and public
places of origin, cultural signifi- Nzingha These women were moth- honors skiiing 101, better-latelecturer Runoko Rashidi delivered
cance and other relevant information ers of great kings and warriors
than-never valentines.
"The African Woman as Heroinewas relayed in a clear, witty manner throughout civilization and antiquisee page 7
that the audi- ty.
ence enjoyed.
"That is what folks in Ancient In Op-Eds:
USG speaks out on student activRashidi started Egypt look like," said Rashidi, referoff by showing ring to the picture of an African .itiy fees, a student speaks out
earliest woman's statue whose features were .against killing time, Dr. Arthur
the
bones of an very pronounced and very distinct
Lewin speaks out on accredita.... African woman "But how many of you have seen tion, a picture is worth a thou(known
as
that on the cover of a book?" Rashidi
sand words.
· Lucy)
ever emphasized that some ofthe pictures
see page II
found,
. in
shown had their facial features,
In Business:
, E t h i 0 pia. mostly the noses, intentionally cut
Starbucks and Mennel both go
· Throughout the off by Europeans like Napoleon
·.lecture,
he Bonaparte. Rashidi elaborated that it digital, NASDAQ:lTVU goes
TOUgh 'the recfr"
···alluded to ·lilS-:--~Was--lmporranr-for-·coi6fiiZers ana· torical facts on enslavers to strip Africans of their
see page J3
· which he based true history by distorting the past.
In Sports:
his discoveries.
From North Africa, Rashidi's pic- Men's Basketball issues Staten
He .showed ic- lures moved to those of womer:t .in Island a-f~U-toarms,·-COVeF---Western and Central Africa Women
tures of black
age of the women's team called
women as lead- from such countries as Djibouti,
. ers in different Ghana., Angola and Congo (formerly out, and Minners takes on the
wide world of...
·Sbm-saaWu-~Editor:. dynasties
of.
.. _-_...- - - - see Sports
Audience members applaud one of the many guest speakers and events of the .".,Ing.
Continued on Page 3
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Speaker Runoko Rashidi iLFocatPojnt of Black History Month Gala
Continued from front

I

Zaire) were all represented. Following that,
Rashidi moved eastward to the women of tile
Arabian Peninsula. he showed Blacks living in
Yemen. Oman, Israel and Turkey, among others.
"There are perhaps a billion Africans scattered around the world:' Rashidi explained.
"That is why during this period of time, we
don't look just at America but we look at
Africans globally."
Rashidi's description of a group of outcasts
living in southern India called the
Untouchables (or Dalits), most of whom are

about choices.

It's

-

"We were take" out ofAfrica,
hut we took some of
Africa with us.
Get comfortable with it."
Shan-san WulNews Editor

•

(Above) Attendees enjoy a musical prelude to the festivities. (Right) Artwork from
the flyer advertising. the event.

black, brought groans of pain from many in the . Rashidi met Blacks who admitted that their
audience. According to Rashidi, these are the ancestors had migrated from Africa thousands
. most oppressed people in the world even of years before. The Australian government
though their numbers total more than the com- did not recognized these indigenous inhabibined populations of England, France, tants as human beings until 1967. Currently,
Belgium and Spain.
the percentage of original, Black Australians is
Some of the Dalits have blonde hair while less than two due to the whites' violent coloothers resemble Africans in Nigeria. One nization techniques.
photo was of three Dalit women each holding
One woman photographed was one called
rifles with angry facial expressions. Rashidi "The Black Saint" mostly because of the care
explained that these people are tortured, she provided to many orphaned children.
burned, raped and murdered daily for the
From the South Pacific, Rashidi moved
smallest criminal offenses such as taking bread north to the archipelagos, the Americas and the
to keep from starving, or for no reason at all.
Americas. The faces shown from those regions
Moving eastward. Rashidi displayed photos were more familiar to the audience. The specof Blacks in southeast Asia His search of tators sighed and nodded their heads in recogBlacks worldwide has not been disappointed. nition when Rashidi produced pictures of
There are Black people living in Cambodia, Marcus Garvey's wives, Harriett Tubman, Ida
Vietnam. Malaysia and the Philippines.
B. Wells and Sybil Clarke. Other pioneering
Even down under, in Australia and faces included those of the first woman, not
Tazmania, an island off the Australian coast, just black, doctor licensed in South Carolina,

journalists, aviators, educators and
activists.
Rashidi brought the presentation full
circle by bringing it back to Africa. The
lecturer spoke of black goddesses such
as Mut and Hathor. One picture that
elicited looks of surprise from some
young spectators was th
at of a
black Madonna and Child.
Black female children, what Rashidi
calls "queens in the making," also took
a portion of the presentation. These
black girls' faces came from a variety
of countries, from Mali to Haiti and
points in between.
"We were taken out of Africa," said
Rashidi, "but we took some of Africa with us.
Get comfortable with it." He was referring the
similarities between Africans in the Diaspora
and those in Africa.
Last but not least, Rashidi concluded the
.

..

.:1•.
!

presentation with the picture of an old, stooped
black woman sitting on a chair, eyes closed,
holding her cane under her chin. For Rashidi,
the woman represents the state of blacJe: people
today: "ancient and wise but kind of asleep."
...

.

Students Gather to Discuss Critical Issues Facing Gay and Lesbian Community
Continuedfrom front
diverse issues concerning the future of the gay
community. Kim, after telling the story of a
girl who came out, declared ""[GALA] is here
to educate and empower the gay students of
Baruch."
One issue is the difficulty of consolidating all
the different homosexual groups. According to
the panelists, the groups are separated due to
the beliefs projected by heterosexuals living in
surrounding communities and by the gays and
lesbians who have accepted the stereotypes
attributed to them. This lecture is a beginning
step in solidifying the ties between the different groups of the movement.

Choose to get invol~
~e.
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"How problematic is it going to be in the all fifty states, it would be a great accomplishfuture?" asked Robert Vasquez., referring to the ment for the cause, ~ said one audience memlow-turnout of people who live queer lifestyles ber.
At present, only
at the lecture.
"Privileging a way to
Hawaii
legally
live as a couple," is
recognizes mar{same-sex]
marriage
can
be
what marriage reprebetween
riage
sents asserted Robert
people of the
legalized in all 50 states,
same sex.
Vasquez. Some attenit
would
be
a
great
dees and a panelist
"An era of good
agreed that to certain accomplishment for the cause. " feeling will set
conservative
instituin," said Lobel,
warning against
tions, it is no more conscionable for people of the: same sex to marry the gay community feeling satisfied with the
today than it was 50 years ago.
few goals they have accomplished. As a result
"If [same-sex] marriage can be legalized in of the slow gains, said Lobel, people might not

"If

continue to push for all their long-term
demands.
LGBTQ's power, economic growth and
social stratum was also a subject of discussion.
According to Robert Vasquez, the movement
is driven class status. Lobel noted that most of
the attendees were predominantly white middle class. Asians were second in number fol-:
lowed by blacks and finally, Latinos.
The conference proved effective in relaying
the importance of gaining social justice in the
future for LGBTQ's movement Some audience members' faces expressed their feelings
of doubt while others expressed acceptance of
many points covered.
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CUNY; Board ofEducation Team Up to Increase College Prep for City Kids'

...

Continuedfrom front

education, the Baruch High School takes up
the entire 16th floor of the III E 18th Street
Chancellor Harold M. Levy and CUNY
building and has been in existence since 1997.
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein, includes plans
Its seemingly high college acceptance rate is
to more than triple the number of
related to the fact that the school
students participating in the program
does not plan on graduating its
to a total of 45,000 by 2002, and to
first class of seniors until Spring
include students from all 213 city
2001.
high schools. The program, currentNevertheless. the Baruch High
ly geared at 11th and 12th graders
School appears to be gaining a
only, will also be expanded to offer
reputation for itself amongst its
college-level classes to 9th and 10th
own students.
graders if they can pass CUNY's
"I needed really good grades in
English' and math placement tests.
[7th and 8th] grade to come here,"
Those 9th and lOth graders who do
says 9th grader Alex Appel, who
'hot pass the placement tests will be
is already planning to go to cotgiven the chance to attend classes
lege. "I'd heard a . lot of good
designed to help them retake the
things about it and that's why I
exams befure they graduate.
decided to come here. I like it a
The expansion also apparently
lot so far."
has. the blessing of Herman Badillo,
Other students filtering out of
chairman of CUNY's board of
the 18th street building on
trustees and an avowed advocate of
Tuesday afternoon agreed.
eliminating remedial classes at
"I like [the Baruch High
CUNY.
School], the people here are
Shan-san Wu-News Editor
nice," say 9th graders Winnie and
(Above) The experiences that shape the leaders of the next generation. (Below) The high school Is self-contained Sue. "They give a lot of home"I'd heard a lot ofgood
on the 16th floor of 111 e.t 18th Street. (Below RIght) Students moving fast after a typical day of school.
work though:'

Tax Included'

like to say that none of our students have ever
been rejected from any college."
Geared towards preparing its approximately 300 9th. 10th and 11th graders for higher

Baruch College Campus High School.
"We are a Board of Education High School
that collaborates with Baruch," says Susan
Elliott, interim acting assistant principal. "I

things about {the Baruch
Campus High School]
and that's why I decided
to come here. "
-Alex Appel, Grade 9

GiveBI

.

Save a neighbor. •

'"We hope that this work with students will ensure that they will not
need remedial assistance when they
get to college,' said Badillo in a
recent Times interview.
Originally begun in response to
allegations of large numbers of city
high school students entering CUNY
unprepared for college-level work,
the program is now entering its 20th
year and enlists support and participation from aU 17 CORlmYAity and· - ." ,;~'
senior campuses.
At Baruch, however, this brand
of cooperative effort between the
Board of Education and CUNY has
been going on for. years at the

Disparity Seen In Ethnic Makeup of Faculty, Student Populations
"It doesn't matter as long as they teach good," said
another Asian female.
, When asked how many non-white male or female
ment. She was called and asked to teach a course that
another adjunct had dropped unexpectedly, less than a professors they had had at Baruch, most students
interviewed stopped to think about it. It dawned on
week before classes started.
one black female student that she may have had only
Many seem reluctant to discuss discrimination at
than one during her four years at Baruch.
Baruch.
Other students admitted that even though it does·'1 don't think discrimination is so overt that you
tell." said one Latino professor. who was also asked n't matter what ethnic or racial group a professor is
from, it would still be nice to have them in administo teach on the spur of the moment, the day he came
for the interview. "It's probably happened and I don't trative positions and on staff for such student services
as counseling,
even know about it:' he said.
"You always feel better
Others are fearful of the
talking to someone from
ramifications of speaking out
your
race," said one black
over Baruch's policies.
male majoring in math. He
"I try not to get involved in
"I really don't care if the
explained that it is important
school politics." said one black
professor is white, black
for Baruch's faculty to
professor who has been teachmatch the student body in
ing here for years and still.
or anything.
diversity.
questionably. has not received
need
to
know
You
A graduate student, a
tenure.
white male, pointed out that
Although there is much ado
what you are teaching. "
professors, no matter what
about Baruch not having
race or background, have to
enough non-white professors.
know how to treat students
most students feel that the colrespectfully.
lege does not have to feel a
"If you treat people like crap, it doesn't matter
quota at the risk ofjeopardizing
their education. Reportedly one of the most diverse [what your race is]" he said.
Another white female student pointed out that stustudent bodies in the country, it's surprising that most
dents don't have much choice in who teaches them.
do not care that 86 percent of all their professors are
She spoke with an eastern European accent.
white.
"You go where they give you," said the first-year
'"I really don't care if the professor is white', black,
or anything," said Jeanne Dubosse, a black student student with a shrug of her shoulders.
that, in general, it always
Most students agr
"You need to know wh-a(you're teaching," she said,
referring to the professor's ability to communicate the helps to have people from different ethnic groups and
races teaching here.
course material to students.
"You don't want to feel_ypu'r:e in a strange world,"
One Asian finance major agreed. "We don't care if the teacher is Asian, black or said Dubosse. "The more integration, the better."
white," said Sherry Chu.

Continuedfrom front
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Declaration of Candidacy Forms
and Election Guidelines
Available.

February 25

Referendum Petition
Review Deadline.

February 28

Acceptance of Declaration
of Candidacy and
Nominating Petitions Begins.

March 9

Final Deadline for Submission
of Referendum Petitions &
Declaration of Candidacy &
Nominating Petitions.

Thurs., March 2, 2000
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MARCH 8th, 2000
F(}R .YOUR J(;ONVI~NIENCE, ASHES \VILL BE

DISTRIBliTED THROllGHO{JT THE DAY AT
BARlJCH COLLEGE.

-_ _ause
.....

PLACE: ROO"f 1509 P.A.S.
TI~tES: .9:30 A\l TO f2:30 PJ\:-f

rea

AND

1:30 Pl\1 TO 3:30 P·"1·
or
You can a-ttend Mass
at:

-

.Yf)l] 'I'()()

EPIPHANY CHURCH
( 21st. St. and 2nd. Ave. )

Times: 7am; 8am; 9am; J2: IOpm; & 7:30pm.
Also Prayer Service in Cburcbat 3:30pm.

n

(jllN BE l ' (~B()SS (~()(JN'I'BY IIIKI~ll

unlikely that you can take a loss. You may end
up spending more money than what you receive
in donations. An alternative is approaching your
family and friends for donations. This will work
if you have a large extended family and have
been networking a great deal. If this is not the
situation, then the best option is the phone.
Although the phone bill will skyrocket, calls are
much cheaper than mailings. Much of this
advice is obvious, but is nevertheless, useful;
clearly, you will be more likely to succeed if you

You ever consider cycling across our beautiful country? It is certainly worth considering.
This is my first and, perhaps, my last opportunity to persuade you, a fellow Baruchian, to
grab your bike and "just do it." (One quick note
before I begin is that there was a Ticker article
written by Hasani Gittens last September that
focused on my experience). Trying to describe
to you the best parts ofthe experience that I had
last summer in the American Lung
Association's Big Ride Across America is like
trying to answer the question: what is your list
of top 10 albums; it is difficult to answer.
Nevertheless, I wiII make an effort to do so so
that y~u will hopefully give it a great deal of
consideration.

(Asbes distributed during MASs & Prayer Seeviee.)
SPONSOREO BY THE NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. OFFICE OF
CAMPUS MINIST~Y AT BARI.JCn COLLEGE.
DfRECfOR: SR. BARBARA l\-fUl<:LLER, O.P.
ROOl\-t 1511 P.A.S.

"Who says you cannot
fundraise? "

"Iething sh9rt of .

"frenetically creative and

''''ll'l''T.
"
HI1A81.SI"
-B9Dline
-saw IUSJIESS

"'WALL STREET' FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
- IT'S RIGHT ON THE MONEY!" ..
-MIRABELlA

"'BOILER ROOM" IS FANTASTICALLY

OF.. THE-MOMENT."
-SPIN

'm..ECTIUFYING!
EQUAL PARTS FRIGHTENING AND FUN."
-Julie Horvath. INTERVIEW

"INTENSE AND HAUNTING••.IF MONEY AND POWER
DOESWT SEDUCE YOU•••THE GUYS WILL."
-COSMOPOUTAN
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STARTS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18th
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LOfWS ~D STREET
E WAl~

42ND Sf & 8TH AVE. IN
TIMES SQUARE 5O-lOEWS 1572
tI'

LOfWS KIPS lAY

CITY CINEMAS

* 3RD
CINEMAS 1.2 3
AVENUE At 60TH STREET

tI'

LDEWS DRPHEUM

tI'

LDEWS 84TH STREET

THIRD AVENUE & 86TH ST

BROADWAY AT 84TH ST

5O-lOEWS 1964

5O-lOEWS 1701

777-fllM 1635

2ND AVE. & 32NO S1. 5O-l0EWS 1558

ClEARVIEW CINEMAS

• CHELSEA CINEMAS

Z3RD ST. BET 7TH & 11TH AVE 777-fllM 1597
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* 2ND
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If you decide to go on this year's Big Ride
Across America, which is sponsored by
Radiosheck, for the benefit of the -Amer'icaa....Lung Association, you will cycle from Seattle,
on the West Coast of Washington to
Washington D.C.. You will ride about 3,300
miles over a period of 48 days, and no kidding,
you are granted to rest for 8 days. Is that
enough for you?
You will ride through Washington, Idaho,
Montana., Wyoming. South. Dakota, Minnesota,
Wisconsin,
Illinois,
Indiana,
Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Mary land, and then Washington
D.C. If all this riding seems too much, consider the following facts. For one thing, it is clearly a very unique ~ay of traveling. In addition,
if this may be news for you, bikes do not polfollow it.: Also, while you may find that you like
lute, they are human-powered, and are seemone approach more than another, it is best to take
ingly simple machines that can be ridden for
advantage of most ofthe options simultaneously.
long distance. These facts should make you
Fortunately, many companies do have matchfeel good about what you will be doing.
ing gift plans. What are they? Let us suppose
The objective of the ride from the charity's
perspective is that it increases awareness of that a donor makes a SIOO check out to the
lung disease, which is a leading cause of death
in our country. Not motivated yet? Let me tell
you more.
Last summer, we were truly on a mission.
Part one was the fundraising of$7,000 or more
for the American Lung .Association. There
were 134 of us from all over the country plus
Canada. Ninety percent of the funds we raised
went to each rider's local chapter of the
American Lung Association and the remaining 100/0 went to the national office of the
American Lung Association. which is based,
right here, in New York City. A total of $ 1.2
million was raised.
Who savs that you are not capable of
fundraising? Although it is tougher for college students to raise this amount of funds
than it is for the older generations, it is still
very possible to do and it is well worth the
effort. I contacted over 200 potential donors.
'American Lung Association and that she works
Fortunately. nearly two-thirds of them made
for a company like "Credit Suisse Corporation."
donations and I was able to-raise over $7,400.
As an employee, she can fill out a form that
There is no doubt that you too can, assuming
requests her employer to match her donation. In
that you are determined. So go for it.
other words, her employer will make an addiWondering how you should get started with
tional donation of S I00 to the charity. This can
your charity work? You are motivated already.
help a great deal in your fundraising efforts and
I assure you that you have tons of options. One
it is such little work to ask. your donor if his/her
is a mass mailing. This approach is .probably
employer has a matching gift program.
the most expensive and you are likely going to
I hope you do not fear that boredom would set
get a very tiny response. The advantage, howin ify~u were t~ take part in th~ ~vent. ~fter .all,
ever, is that it requires little contact. Another
there. IS entertainment and VIS"~ to historical
expensive, yet useful agp,rQa&h is. bost,iqg. ~ ~1In~.Jo.~. Qlade·.• We 'yJ~lt
tll~ Litt)e
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Americans and the U.S. army fought. We also
visited Gettysburg, where a major battle of the
Civil War took place. In between these two visits, many of us enjoyed the rollercoaster rides in
Cedar Point, which is a world-famous amusement park in Ohio. Perhaps, the most memorable place that we visited was Mount Rushmore
in Rapid City, South Dakota. Sitting side by
side with another rider on top of a rock and
watching the fireworks, which were timed to the
music of a live orchestra, for the American

of the riders, who would stop to help others
with flat tires or any other problems.
Is discrimination on the road a major concern of yours? [was the only Asian Indian on
the: trip and I did worry about this to a small
degree before the trip. To my surprise.so many
people would give us a thumbs up, honk their
horns, wave at us, and ask us questions out of
sheer curiosity. Another rider and I met a cou-

"Fortunately, many
companies do have
matching gift plans. "

pie in a restaurant in Indiana, who surprised us
once they left. They paid for our lunches.
Another occurrence was when I was in
Mankato, Minnesota. "Dairy Queen," which is
a restaurant chain. was presented with a plaque
by the American Lung Association. which is
hoping to be sponsored by them: A local police
officer decided to stop by for the celebration
and she told me that there is a write-up in their
._..Iocal.newspaper..J wanted toge; a hold of a
. - copy so I went to a nearby store.which ran out
of them. Once I mentioned this to her, she
drove to two different stores in search of a
copy and came back with one. I wanted to pay
her for it, but she would not let me. In fact, she
held onto the paper until I put my money away.
Such wonderful experiences with the townspeople, riders, and crew members have led me
to conclude that there are so many good people
around.
In writing this article, I truly hope that I have
built up a case in which there is a plethora of
quality reasons that will spur you to take part
in such an event. Please be sure to read
Independence Day, I was in awe over how we through the invaluable information on their
web-site: www.bigride.com. If you need any
had ridden over 1,350 miles by that point.
Please do not worry about how the other rid- advice concerning the "Big Ride Across
ers will treat you. Let me illustrate in one short America" or fundraising, in general, feel free
story just how much care and concern thatmany to contact me:
had. On June 26th, we were riding from BOMMASAMUDRAM_RAGHU@baruch.cu
ny.edu

Harlowtown, Montana to Billings, MT. This was ..
our third century (lOO-mile day) on the ride. The"
conditions were treacherous in thatthere were hills. a headwind, and it started to rain from the .
84-mile mark onward. I didn't pack away my .
raincoat, but my mind was completely locked on
getting to Billings without any more breaks: As
I was riding, another cyclist kept telling me to
stop to don a raincoat. I· didn't want to stop or
listen to her advice. Once she mentioned the
possibility that I could get hypothermia, I
stopped. She lent me a jacket to keep warm and
another cyclist, who stopped, lent me a spare
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Once upon a
time on January
28, 2000, through
the organizational
efforts of the
Golden Key National
Honor Society, a
group of 25 Golden
Key members, Baruch
students and friends
got together and
went on a trip to
Lake George for a
weekend of fun
and skiing.
It was a beautiful, sunny weekend and the area had enjoyed
a healthy snowfall
during
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the day when he filled in for a last,: : : : ,:, :,;":":, ;,:' minute cancellation. While everyone
:;:::::/:::::'::::: was boarding the bus outside the 26th
Street building, Chuck stopped to
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chat with Richard Nacin (left) and
Arnold Zelaya after buying his books
for the new semester. It didn't take
much to convince Chuck to throw
caution to the wind and go away for
the weekend on a moment's notice without any luggage or anything!
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the previous

week.
Consequently; skiing
conditions
at Gore
, '
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were
T~rry Chieff" Elzinga, Yeshim
II'

Altintepe, Jennifer Ding and Richard
Nacin

wonderful cind

Jennifer Ding

the
view from
After skiing all day (and everythe slopes
was
one made it back in one piece -- almost...)
breathand' dancing all night these guys still WE;r;en'~ too
taking.
tired to play Q couple of tunes (with the permission of the
live band) and ham it. ~--=--=-==;S:i"77??"70~~~~

up.
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THE DONKEY SHOW.
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CLUB EL FLAMINGO 547 W2lST BTWN I~H & UTH
OR CALL TICKETMASTER 212,307:4100 AND MENTION CODE: STU20

BRING THIS FLYER TO

DOOR5 0PEJ'it 1:2 HOUR BEFORE SHOW THURSDAY - SUNDAY
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University of Hawai'i at Manoa, Summer Sessions

Part-Time Jobs

Up to $9.S0/Hour
Isela and Arnold

Shifts Available:
4AM - 9Af.1\ • 6PM - 1aPM
llPM - 4AM

Up to $5,250/Year in

College Education Assistance*
• Weekends and Holidays Off!
• Incredible Benefits (401 K Plan, Paid Vacations,
Health Insuronce and more!)
• Short Shifts
• Must be 1 8 Years or Older
INTERVIEW ON-SITE:
Tuesdays at 7:30PM and 11 :30PM
W~nesday5 at SAM
Thursdays SAM, 7:30PM and 11 :30PM
QUEENS FAOUTY
4605 56th Rood • Maspeth, NY
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You've seen the few ads on T~ Y~u 've heard the voice on
HOT 97 telling listeners to apply to Baruch College. But that's only
for students.
Who will teach these students from different backgrounds? White
professors who can't
relate to their experiences,
understand their languages, and who might even ridicule them, de
facto or ipso facto (look that up).
The percentage of Black, Latino, Asian, and other non-white
students far outweigh- the number of professors from the .same
groups. Could it be that there aren't enough people with those skin
tones educated enough to actually teach whatever they know at the
college level? Or is it that institutions of higher learning aren't
making enough of an effort to recruit educators of different hues.
The facts prove that in New York City, the majority ofpeople who
attend colleges, work and live in the city are mostly
immigrants. That means they keep this city running 24/7. They're
small-business owners, doctors, brokers, lawyers, managers,
security guards, sanitation workers, au pairs (look that up too),
artists, and techies.
How then can it be so hard to find those same people andpay them
enough to teach future generations? In a decade (ten whOOOlllleee
years), Baruch only hired 8% more than it had in 1990 and that's
still less than 15%. The percentage of white students is only 28%.
You don't have to major in math tofigure this one out.
What's in it for administrators at this "white ivory tower" (more
like a red-brick chimney with fire drills every damn Thursday) to not
hire Asians, Blacks, Latinos, and Native-Americans? Why the hell
do we pay taxes? What the hell is this about - more CUNY-wide
budget cuts by Pataki?
Why is Baruch cutting down on faculty in the Black and Hispanic
Studies Department? Does replacing full-time faculty with adjuncts.
barely out ofgraduate school (if they got in at all) really make this
school more "efficient?" Where does all the money that they're not
paying full-time professors go anyway?
Ask yourself these questions and more and you will find the
answer: someone (person, organization, or...) is spending a lot of
money to keep us ignorant.
Baruch students deserve more than to be used as guinea pigs by
professors who just leave after having served their time. There are
plenty ofoutstanding educators in this city that are capable ofteaching. Use our tuition money for what it is intendedfor: educating us!
.
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"A thought without action is empty. Action without
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The Deal With
Student Activity
Fees
Many students have been wondering what
this whole restructuring of the student activity
fees is all about. Let me clear things up as I
have had many students come up to me and ask
me about this. This is the deal... if we don't
decide how these activity fees will be restructured soon... the administration eventually
will, Would you rather have students restructure the fees and decide for the students where

we feel we need more money for students services or would you rather have the administration impose a new fee structure on us?
The new fee structure was created by students
representing different areas of the student
body. Day students, evening students, students
from clubs, from athletics, from. child care,
from student government and from media were
all involved in this long process. We all agreed
this new fee structure is the best one we have
come up with, after closely examining six others. Money forstudents services will increase
by $181 A 12. This will generate $35,914 extra
for athletics, $16,297 extra for media, $23,741
extra for' student clubs, $32,034 extra for child
care, $12,501 for student government and
$60,862 for Student Life, which are currently
all underfunded.
.
This new increase
in money.. for student
ser-_.
.vices will have a great impact on us all.
Evening students will be able to use the child
care center, the extra money for the child care
center will help expand it's hours to the
evening student parents who need the services.
With these extra funds. the center could expand
to service even more children. Athletics will
improve greatly ... maybe we can start having
physical trainers at all our games to ensure student safety, we can stop stuffing a team full of
players into mini vans to attend games and
improve so many other things students have
-.

--.
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By Jon Minners
Arts Editor
I am scared. I am in the last semester of my
Baruch College career, and I am now looking
for ajob. The only thing that will stop me from
the real world and a life in the journalism field
are failing grades in chemistry, art history.
Italian, and US history. Does that seem really
fair.
All these classes I have to take just so I can
be a journalist. Will I remember anything from
them? Oh hell no! If it doesn't pertain to me
getting a scoop. or laying out an issue of a
newspaper, then I'm not interested. I'm a realist. I know exactly what school really means.
Nothing. Imagine if I really thought these
classes would get me anywhere. Let's do just
that in a humorous way.
I went to get my resume done professionally.
The man asked me what I wanted to ihcJude.
As a journalism major, I wanted to put all the
classes that were important to me getting a BA
in journalism. So, I told the man to put down
that I knew chemistry, psychology, political
science.:"Wait wait!" the man said, stopping
me from telling my glorious history at Baruch.
"This is unnecessary information. They won't
even bother looking at your resume."
I became upset' and after spouting some
unidentifiable old english from those literature
courses, I decided to leave. How could all
those classes be unnecessary to my journalism
career? Why would Baruch make me take
these classes for a major I declared as soon as
I entered this school? That was hogwash. I
decided to write my own resume, and then
went from place to place, to see what kind of
reaction I got. I knew that the fact that I cut
open a frog would let the editors know that I
could dissect a error-filled sentence in my
sleep. So, I was off, and ready to be accepted
into the real world.
. One paper laughed in my face and said as
long as there is a God on this great Earth, I
would never get ajob there. I decided to wow
him by going into a complex argument about
how God may not even exist. Security came
and took me away. Guess my philosophical
nature was just too much for him. Well, there
were other papers.
Another editor looked over my resume. His
name was Tony Santucci.. I hit him with some
Italian phrases, but all he did was look at me
with bewildered eyes. "Spanish is probably

the language you would need to know on this
job," he said.
How could that be? I took three years of
Spanish in high school, but I forgot it all and
needed to start all over again. They told me I
needed to fill out an appeal to take Spanish
from the beginning. I didn't have time to
breathe, let alone write an appeal, so I took
. Italian. After telling him my story, he smiled
and said, "Lo siento,' called for security and
had me dragged from the building.
I took a break and went to McDonald's. I
walked up to the counter and attempted to wow
them with my knowledge of Chemistry and the
molecular formula that they used to tum dirt
into a Big Mac. The cashier said, .. Wow! That
and a buck fifty will get you on a bus." All this
education wouldn't even help me get some
food. How upsetting.
I figured I would try one more time. I walked
into a small newspaper and the guy told me not
to waste his time. Realizing that his anger
must have come from a past problem that was
manifesting itself in the present, I asked if he
was ever beaten as a child. He proceeded to
beat me relentlessly. Psychology didn't help
and as security threw me out, I realized two
things. Everyone else's security was way better than Baruch's, and I needed to change my
approach.
I was hired by the Norwood News. They
loved my resume and how much I knew in the
field of journalism. Nothing else mattered.
Everything else was unimportant. I was happy
and upset at the same time. I have been in this
school since 1994 and had 140+ credits to
show for it. All that really mattered to anyone
was the 45 credits I took for my major. What a
waste of time and money. I could have been in
school for two years and had a career in no
time. High school is for all those bitch courses, but now I realize college sucks, too.
In response to Hasani, lone-upped him by
writing this story as I walked down 15 flights
of stairs, because the elevators were running
too slow. Suddenly, I realized something.
Waiting for the elevators was a big waste of
time. The elevators run slow on purpose as
part of a cruel Baruch joke. It's a parody to our
college lives. A big waste of time. Now isn't
that something' to be scared of.
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P-r-otons Electrons
Always Cause
Explosions.
when we look upon this world we see war and
division in large amounts. Or maybe it's just
me. Either way it' would do us all a little good
to find true peace. And I don't mean pushing
up daisies.
I'll even tell you where to look. Some people claim to find peace on the tops of mountains. in secluded woods or vacant moonlit valleys. Some even at sea. Travel is nice and
meditation is good but these things aren't really necessary. All you need is your mind and
this is easily taken with you wherever you go
or stand, and is always ready in any situation.
Peace is in your mind. It is there now, has been
there always and will always be there. I tell
you this in truth, the only thing standing
between the peace which is yours and the discord which is not is our acceptance of this one
fact. You still don't have to believe me, the
truth will shine through in the end. Until then,
peace.

By L. Hasani Gittens
Op-Eds Editor
Peace. So many people brandish that word
like a sword. Handling it with the ease of a
knight. I myself generally throw it out there
when I leave a room. Yet have any of us understood the meaning. Well. really, what's to
understand perhaps. Peace is peace.
What is peace. Beyond being a synonym for
good bye, I say it is one of the most powerful
things out there.
Go beyond the word, the concept, the idea.
What is peace. It is to be experienced.. It is in
silence, it is in song, in sunlight, in love, in you
.and I -- when we let it dwell in our minds.
They say, they being zen masters and such,
they say that when you find peace within your
self you will see it in everyone, everywhere
and everything you do. You don't have to
believe this. But, taken to its logical conclusion
it would 'imply none of us have peace; since

.Viva la revolucion

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily. re~resent the opini~nso~ The 1!cker editorial sta~. ~e TIcker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles IS contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 3SO words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be wi.thheld upon request. Writers
should provide day cmd evening telephone flwnbers.- All-submissions are-subjecti:o editing for~pacecmddatity~ -Addless aD opitUOlt pmces :and1~ers' to the C>p-""EdS-editor; - - .~
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been complaining about. More funds will be
available for students to start their own clubs or
to fund the existing clubs who, with their small
budgets, are limited to the -activities and events
they can hold.
Think of this change as something positive,
because it is.
gut ask yourself this question .... would you
rather fellow students decide on a new fee
structure that will affect us all or have other
constituencies give us one?
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To Baruch College:
"Stop Wasting My
Time!"
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Before Baruch Would Sweep the Dust Under the Rug
-- Speaking Out on Accreditation.
r

r

Did you know that ten years ago the president
of Baruch College resigned when the college's
accreditation was deferred by the Middle.
States Association of Schools and colleges
because of the high dropout rate of students of
color and "the college's performance in recruiting minority faculty members and adrninistraors." (The New York Times, April 5, 1990)
he college was also severely criticized for
poor student services and a lack of planning.
Have things really changed? What do you
hink? During the week of March 3rd to March
Sth, the Middle States Accrediting Team will
return to Baruch. Speak then or forever hold
'our peace. They will not return until 2010! In
two short weeks the Middle States
ccreditation .Team will be here, but the college still has not announced where, and when,
students and faculty will be able to meet and
alk with them!
No one has more authority to speak about
conditions at Baruch than you. We are all part
of Baruch. We must all be heard. Figures that
he college have been providing about the integration of the faculty are meaningless. They do
not indicate which individuals have tenure and
which do not.
An instructor with tenure has a permanent
appointment. In the Business School there is
not and there has never been, a Latino professor with a permanent appointment. Never! Ten
ears ago there was one Black professor w ith
enure in the Business School, today there are
only several. out of 150! In the school of Public
Affairs there are no Blacks or Latinos with a
permanent appointment. None whatsoever.
here are a number of Asian professors in the
Business School. However, many of them are
substitutes w ith temporary appointments. In
Liberal Arts there has always been a somewhat
more balanced staff, but many of those hired in

recent years were let go by the college when
they came up for tenure.
In the last ten years the college has worked to
foster an atmosphere of inclusion. The administration has generously supported a variety of
multicultural lectures, workshops, and campus
organizations. Though there has been some
slow progress in integrating the faculty, more,
much, much more must be done.
Baruch has the most diverse student body of
any college in the nation, but its faculty and
administration does not match it, or this city.
After all this is America. Of the 100 senators in
the United States Senate, not one is Black, not
one is Latino. Of the 50 state governors, not
one is Black, not one is Latino. In New York
City, 940/0 of the firemen are white males. Go
look at the corporate boardrooms of America.
Go look at management on every level. But
this is America, and we do have a choice, we
do have a voice, and we must use it. If the most
diverse college in the nation cannot integrate
its staff, then where and when Will integration
ever take place?
If you think everything is fine, tell the accreditors. If you think any aspect of the running of
this college needs work, tell them. The Baruch
administration in the last ten years has gone on
an orgy of planning and report writing and
spinning the facts like mad. But what have they
done about the substantive issues? Judgement
Day is here. March 3rd to March 8th the
Middle States Association of Schools and
Colleges Accreditors will be here. Now if we
can only get the college to tell us where and
when the open hearings will be held.
Dr. Arthur Lewin
Black and Hispanic Studies
(212) 387-1690

I couldn't agree more with the need for Students to take a stand in creating a better college
for themselves. While the Administration
would probably like to present a smiling face
to the Middle States Association, this is the
best time to fight for what we want. From our
point of view, this college is lacking in services
and respect for the students, The mismanagement manifests symptoms from the elevators to
the painstakingly slow trasnscript evaluations.
Of course, there is always the promise 0
hope around the comer, presently in the form
of the ever postponed new building on 24th
street and Lex. Still, a good review of every
one and ali of the college's policies and practices is in order and we must be vigilant all the
while.
It is quite a shame that the college has not
done more to make the Middle States accreditation process more inclusive of the students.
We, however, have learned that there will be at
least three public meetings on Tuesday. March
9th. From 9 am to lOam, there will be an open
Middle States meeting with the Zicklin School
ofBusiness, tentatively scheduled to be held in
room 1200, 360 Park Avenue South. On the
same day, from 10:20 am to 11:20 there will be
an
meeting with the Weissman School 0
Arts and Sciences; potentially to be held in the
Skylight room at 17 Lex, and from II :35 to
12:35 there will be a meeting with the School
of Public Affairs, location to be announced.
Dean of Students Ron Aaron is supposedly
planning a student session on this issue as wen
but as of press time could not be reached.
Students, once again we urge you to participate in this process.

open

Hasani Gittens
Op-Eds Editor

arthur_Iewin@baruch.cuny.edu

In Search Of The Original Strong
Black Woman
I arrived at the Annual Donald H. Smith
Lecture about 20 minutes earl). I had seen a
fl) er posted outside the library and I felt that I
had to go
The fly er caught my attention
because It w as Baruch's Black History Month's
Opening Ceremony and I wanted to see how
much of a priority Baruch's African-American
population was to the school The speaker.
Runoko Rashidi. w as lecturing on great Black
w omen in history.
My mother was also a
strong intelligent woman, a fact confirmed by
her raising two sons through college as a
widow and getting a PhD I hoped I would be
able to trace where her strength originated and
also gain a new insight into her character. I
knew that there was much for me to learn about
m) history and my self. Of course I had been
over saturated with Dr. King and I had done
some of my 0\\ n research on Malcolm X and
Booker T. Washington. but the focus of my
learning was on contemporary African-vmertcan male heroes. I w as confident that
this lecture and slide show would satisfy my
curiosity as well as my craving for knowledge.
As I sat In m) chair I really didnt know what
to expect
This \\ as m) first experience of
Baruch outside of the classes and clubs. I sat
and w ondered as the audience trickled in. I
w as disappointed b) the poor attendance.
.\Ithough I w as not the most dedicated person
in my earlier) ears, I w ould at least show up or
be inv olved 10 some \\ ay. I felt It w as my duty
to do so. I did not spend much time dwelling
over my Immediate assessments because the
African drummers, Aims of Modzawe began to
play. I was Immediately swept up in the
rhythm of the drums and other instruments as
the artists jammed. I was happy listening to the
drums of my people and ancestors. The drummers could feel the energy of the crowd and
asked us to join in. Soon the w hole room thundered as we all united in song, beating out the
rhythm.
When Brother Rashidi was introduced. the
man had 1 noticed selling books on my way in,
came to the front and started speaking. He w as

a short man, probably 5'6" in stature, wearing
a colorful dashiki. He began by saying Hotep,
the Egyptian greeting meaning peace.
The lecture commenced with the oldest
known remains of the human race. An African
man found the 3.4 million year old corpse, in
Ethiopia and named her Denkenish, which
means you are wonderful. She is more commonly know n as Lucy. After the first slide I
knew I was in for a new awakening. Brother
Rashidi explained that Denkenishs true
founder never gets the credit for his discovery.
Rashidi showed me truth by laying out the
facts and letting me use the tools I have honed

at Baruch to come to my own conclusions. He
accurately pointed out that the African history
we learn begins at the third stage of slavery.
What about the 3.4 million years before that?
He blew my mind when he told me that out of
the 30 families that ruled Egypt, 26 of them
were headed by a woman. I had to stop myself
from leaving the room when he hinted at that
the noses of the sphinxes and other statues
were vandalized by Napoleon, and his arm) of
scientists and architects, during the height of

the Trans-Atlantic slave trade in 1798. I was
shocked to see a painting of Kentake Candace,
the "commander and chief' of her people,
leading them into battle against the Romans.
These were images I had never seen before;
concepts I had never heard. A new but old
world was being unearthed. I was ashamed
and awed as Brother Rashidi showed how
much I really did not know and how much of
myself I could see in each slide.
Brother Rashidi continued lecturing about
African women around the globe. He showed
slides of Aborigines from Australia with platinum blond hair, blue eyes and black skin. He
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Valentine's

• ?
fl .

~;

People: when you read til ·;'·please add
some rhythm to the "Lyrics" and have lots
of fun.
I truly feel that we should not be pressured
into celebrating valentine's day one single
day of the year, specially when one is completely alone. I know some people celebrate
it only when they have someone, because
every time that day of the year comes
around when they don't have someone to
celebrate it with.
1 know of some who remember that day
and pretend it was long ago. "Reality"--it
was YESTERDAY. That should make it
easier.
While riding the train I personally saw
some sad faces. Now, it was obvious to me
that they had no one to share that happy
moment with, if I should call it a happy
moment. "1 am stuffing down raisinets
myself, no body bought me chocolates," I
thought to myself. At least 1 can joke about
it. Well, CAN I, REALLY?
Well, let me describe my characters of the
train station for you. There was this young,
blonde guy, about 25 years old. He was
looking everywhere. Was he trying to hide
his face? I DON'T THINK SO. "Don't feel
bad, boy," I meant to tell him. And of
course, there I was also looking very serious
and pretending to be a critic. Then there
was this girl, who seemed to be reading an
entertainment magazine.
That should
ENTERTAIN you-- Wanna date? Am I
been to bad? Am I having to much fun? I
might as well. Any way. then I saw this
other guy, well this one looked goooooood- Oh --s--it, my finger got stuck. "it seems
he doesn't have a sweetheart," poor boy.
Well, you readers out there, don't identify
with these, should I repeat myself- characters of the train station. I wish from the bottom of my heart you were one of the 538
guests at The Russian Tea Room, or one of
the 837 guests at Tavern On The Green; perhaps you ended up at Mcfronalds, where a
friend of mine was invited to a date: or perhaps at Frank's pizza. Should I say I ended
up going to Frank's Pizza and I was the one
who asked. THAT'S GIRL POWER. Have
fun.

-'

.4.,

B.L.A.C.K. BASH
Friday, Feb. 25
5 - 10 PM
1422/360 PAS

Germania Vasquez
Features Editor

Black History Month
PART-AY
Hip-Hop, Reggae, Soca,
calypso, SalsayMerengue
Featuring OJ ORe
·

quickly joked about the spectrum of black,
..that we have snow to crow." He showed
slides for every continent and every region.
I learned a lot from the lecture. I am happy
Baruch gave me this opportunity to learn in a
different way. I want to thank Brother Rashidi
for showing me the tip of the iceberg and
inspiring me to continue trying to change the
world for the better. I suggest for all that are
interested, go
to
his web site at
www.cwo.com/-Iucumi/runoko.html.

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The TIcker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent ~pon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and Signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to ticker_op-ed@SCSu.ba.ruch.cuny.edu
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HELP WANTED

1
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Important Notice
During late January and the first days of
Februray, students should have recived a Voter
Registeration mailing. The form that you
recived in the mail was not the newest version
of the New York State form. It is important to
note that there. is only o-ne .area where this form
differs from the newest version. The item where
you are asked to choose a party (Section 10) is
A Special Invitation to ·"Older" students
slightly different. It should be noted that the
Corne, meet with a group of your peers --other Freedom Party no longer appears on the newest
students who share your experiences, your
form and that two new political parties, the
interests, your concern, your questions. Led by Green Party and the Working Families Party are
an "older" counselor
new additions. Should you wish to choose
Dr. Toni Her-is
either of these new parties you should feel fr~e
Wednesdays at Noon
to print then in and place a check mark next to
360 PAS
the one of your choice. Please note that in order
Room 1741
to vote in a pirmary election one must be
.Sponsored by the Counseling Center
enrolled ina party. Regardless which version of
F or more information call Marie @ 802-6840 the form you may have used, your voter registeration will be processed.
."
"Students of Color" Support Group
Tuesdays 3:00 - 4:00 PM
360 PAS
Room 1703
Sponsored by the Counseling Center/ SEEK
Program
For more information call Meena@ 802-6840
or Renee @ 802-6826

Bii'Bfiefs

THE WEISSMAN CENTER FOR
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
BARUCH COLLEGE - THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

CNB(FCOTn., T1te.New:Y6iikT'i1ites'
."

Ford Bids to Become
The World's
Largest Car Manufacturer
Ford Motor plans to bid against
General Motors for Daewoo, an
insolvent South Korean car maker.
Approximately 10 companies will
bid in an international auction for
the Korean auto maker. IfFord is
successful, it will become the
world 's largest car manufacturer.
Daewoo's assets are currently valued at $11 billion.

Starbucks Goes Digital

,

.

DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA?
Volunteers needed for asthama studies
Harlem Hospital & Columbia Universityare
studying ways to improve the treatment of
asthama at no cost to you. You can earn up to
$2700.
For info call 212-939-8360
"Grief and Loss" Support Group
Mondays (starting Monday 2/28/00)
12:30-1 :30 PM
360 PAS
Room 1703
An ongoing group for people who have experienced the death of a
friend or farni Iy member within the past year.
Sponsored by the Counseling Center and Career Development Center.
For more information, call Becky ~/; 802-6840 or eliza @, 802-6710

ALL MAJORS
Graduate & Undergraduate
INTERJ.~SHIPS\VITH

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESSES IN NE\V YORK

To apply, fill out application and bring your resume to:
Dr. Marie Manca
The Weissman Center for International Business
Baruch College - The City University of New York
360 Park Avenue South, Room 1355
Tel.: (212) 802-6730
Fax: (212) 802-6742

Who 'Will be the Winners and Losers?

,:,.

Starbucks Corporation plans a
partnership with online convenience store Kozmo.com. Under
the - deal, Kozmo will pay
Starbucks $150 million over 5
years. 'The new deal wilt" increase
Kozmo's price per share by five
cents over the next 5 years. In"
return, Starbucks wi II
add
Kozrnos drop-boxes in their retail
stores.

p

INTERNSHIPS

The Digital/Internet Entertainment Age is Upon Us

Source~.::.. T~.~:... WalL .S.tr:~et ..:Jourrwl,.

f

Drop-In Discussion 'group for women
"Experience at Baruch"
Wednesdays
3:30-4:30 PM
360 PAS
Room 1751
Starting: Febuary 16th
Sponsored by the Counseling Center
F or more information call Becky or Lisa @
802-6840
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American Politician
Speaks on Economic
Apartheid in South Africa
On a visit to South Africa, with
black business owners from the
United States, Jesse Jackson
warned South Africa that the
country is still under economic
apartheid. In the speech, Jackson
cited the fact that the majority of
the country's industry is still in the
hands of the white minority.

Longer Hours On
Wall Street
Some of the nation's largest online
brokerage firms, such as Charles
Schwab and ETrade, have created
after-hours trading for small
investors. The New York Stock
Exchange and NASDAQ are planning to do the same. This will
allow the small investor to trade
day and night, just as professional
brokers do. The Securities and
Exchange Commission is concerned and is warning investors to
be aware of the risk arid dangers of
volatile price springs.

By Richard Mermel
Contributing Writer

Akamai Technologies(Nasdaq:AKAM), has
announced its plans to sign a definitive deal to
acquire InterVu Inc.(Nasdaq:ITVU) for almost
$2.8 bill ion, well above the $1.7 billion market
capitalization of Intervu Inc before the deal.
Akamai helps websites speed up the delivery
of their coment.
Intervu's stock had risen sharply from $29 a
share in Sep. 1999 to over $105 a share in
February 2000. That means that in September
InterVu was only worth $450 million.
I call this deal a winner for Akamai
Technologies, even though they are paying a
premium of about $1 billion for InterVu Inc.
InterVu Inc. is one of the fastest growing companies in the new video-on-demand industry.
Next year.analysist predicts that InterVu will
be worth over $4 billion.
InterVu is the leading service provider for
Internet video delivery solutions. Video-ondemand is the interactive "service that allows
end users to request a video or entertainment
event on demand. The company offers powerful, turn key solutions to deliver live and ondemand audio and video streaming over the
Internet, from narrow band (28.8, 56.6 and 100
Kbps) to broadband (300Kbps and higher, for
near television-quality video) .data rates. _.
InterVu is codec-independent, supporting all
major audio and video formats. The company's
streaming media services are utilized for many
different types of business including Microsoft
Windows, Media Player, Real Player, entertainment, news reporting, corporate communications, investor relations and distance learnmg.
InterVu's customers include Microsoft, CNN,
Bloombergand CNET, just to name a few. If
that doesn't explain how important InterVU
Inc is than the recent survey by Media Matrix
should help.
Media Matrix announced that on Feb. 3, 70
percent of the most heavily trafficked websites
use InterVu's streaming media network. In a
multi-billion dollar industry 70 percent adds up
to big bucks for InterVu Inc.
For the investors, it is a great time to' start
buying Akamai's shares. The company's shares

have been on a wild ride since they went public in late October of 1999. Akamai shares went
up a whopping 458 percent the first day it went
public and began trading. Akamai was priced at
$26 a share but it actually opened for trading at
$\\0 and closed at $145. By Jan.1 Akamai's
stock reached a high of $345 dollars a share,
but has recently fallen to a price of $245 a
share on some profit taking by investors.
If you follow Internet stocks then you might
recall a similar pattern in Yahoo stock. Late in
1998 Yahoo's stock was at an all time high,

The true value of the Akamai and InterVu
deal will show up by late summer. Investors
should keep an eye out for Akamai and wait for
a bottoming stock price of about $175 in
Akamai shares.
My opinion is that Akamai shares will go up
quickly after it buys lnter Vu, but the market
fundamentally needs some time to soak in the
deal, so to speak. In the meantime, 'keep an eye
out for Juniper Networks (Nasdaq:JNPR), Tivo
Inc (Nasdaq.Tl VO), Concurrent Computer
Corporation (Nasdaq:CCUR) and Coming
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Horray Akamai!

(lIIustration/Oleg Perelman)

then the stock started to decline due to profit
taking by investors. In early June of 1999
Yahoo bought out Geocities for $4.6 billion
and Broadcast.com for more than $5.7 billion.
Yahoo's stock went through the roof, but not
until September of 1999.
An investor should keep in mind that even
though an acquisition might be great for the
company, it may take awhile before both companies in the deal become adjusted to each
other's practices and ideas.

Inc.(NYSE:GLW). All of these stock have an
effect on the progress of the new digital/entertainment age. Always remember to buy low
side and sell high.
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Baruch Ends Regular Season In First Place!
By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
The men's basketball team has finished first
the north division! Congratulations! The
Statesmen finished strong. defeating their last
tw a opponents Staten Island (78-67) and
Brookly n College (80-62). The Statesmen
\\ ith an irnpressi \ e 16-8 record.
Last Issue (I 'olume 7~, Issue 2), there was a
call to arms to defeat Baruch's nernesrs in
Staten bland and the Statesmen did Just that!
The \\ In IS probably Baruch's biggest win In
recent school hlstoI} Baruch had never beaten Staten Island on Staten Island's home court
before
lhc Statesmen shot almost 50°'0 from the field
and had onl:, I() turnov crs for the game The
other outstanding stat Is that Baruch shot 67%
from the free-throw line
\s was harped on.
the xt.ucsmcn arc almost mv inciblc when the)
limit turnox crs. get to the tree-throw line and
shoot ,I high percentage trorn the free-throw
In

Trevor Brookins, Perry Tsilogiannis and John
Alesi added some good minutes.
The Statesmen could have improved on their
accuracy from the three point line. Hitting the
three is one sure way to open up the middle for
Dave Thomas as well as strengthening the ability to blow by defenders who will, undoubtedly. be easily faked out once the three ball is hit
b) Baruch
In the win against Brooklyn College. the
Statesmen had more even scoring as five playas were in double figures: Brian Corke. 10
points: Cohen. 12 points: Tsilogiannis. 10
points; Thomas. 12 points: and Mitchell, 13
points. Penta added 10 rebounds and six
points and Brookins added nine points. In the

rout, the Statesmen were able to rest some of
the starters which is always good before the
CUNYs. The team continued its fine playas it
only had 14 turnovers. but the team struggled
from the free-throw line.
The Statesmen appear ready and primed for
the CUNY tournament. With the return of
point guard Oliver Verzosa, the Statesmen
should be unstoppable. The CUNYs start this
Saturday, but it is not yet clear who the
Statesmen will play in the first round Chances
are the team will square off against Medgar
Evers. All that is for sure IS that the Statesmen
have a noon game at Staten Island on Saturday.
Staten Island is the host for this year's CUNY
tournament.

line

On the indiv idual front. Leonard MItchell had
his best game of the season \\ ith 33 POInts. 15
rebound- and tour blocks Lou Pento did not
hav c the kind of game that he should have with
only four rebounds and fiv e POInts. With
Oliv cr Vcrzosa still out until the CUNY tournament. Pcnto did an exceptional Job handling
thc hall and he did add 5C\ en assists
Center Davc Thomas had 15 points and seven
rebounds while guard T~ rone Cohen added 14
point-, and fi\ c rebounds Cohen banked a
three-pointer that \\ as one of the turning points
of the second half The team's other guards.

Verzosa playing hard-nosed defense. (Photo/Sarod! Press)

It is a no brainer, at least in my eyes, that
Baruch will finally win the CUNY tournament
this year! Yes, I have just made my annual
prediction and since I have never been wrong,
I expect to see you at the games to witness this
historic event. Baruch is the only CUNY college that has never won the esteemed CUNY
championship.
While I offer this prediction as a statement of
fact, I must stress that the team has no easy
road and it will only win if it limits its
turnovers. gets to the free-throw line. shoots a
high percentage. hits three-pointers and
defends well. Yes. the team has to play nearly
perfect which isn't much to ask when you consider what the team is capable of.
The
Statesmen have the second best rebounder in
the league. Lou Pento (10 rebounds/game). the
fourth highest scorer and fifth best shot blocker in Leonard Mitchell (19.3 points and 2
blocks/game). not to mention the fifth best
assist leader and number one steal leader in
Verzosa (3.8 assists and 3 steals/per game).
Every year should be an improvement from the
last and since the team made it to the CUNY
championship last year. this year is when it,
when we take the CUNYs. The team's best
quality is that it has more cohesion than last
year's team.
Again, individual talents mean nothing if they
are not incorporated within the framework of
making the team win! As was stated. the
REAL SEASON BEGINS IN THE PLAYOFFS. We wish the team luck! See you at the
game. For more info on games. contact Ralph
Sirianni: (212) 387-1274.

CUNYAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK
By Jon Minners
.1rts Editor
He-, ~ 0' \ lot of things are happening So
many people are d) ing We ev en had the first
rapper to die of natural causes Makes yOU
happy to be all" e Well. another day. another
diss. so let's get started
Last \\ eek, Ken) etta. our esteemed sports editor. seemed pretty upset that those losers at
Staten Island ran up the score on us in a
woman's basketball game I have to disagree
I am UP5~t \.. e lost. but I know If I had an
opportunity to beat someone by 100 POInts. I
w ould take It Its something ) ou may never
achiev e again. and Its' pretty damn cool Also.
It sen es as a kick in the ass to the Baruch
\.. omen's team
NO',\. maybe the)' 11 have
something to drive them Soon. they' II be losing b) 80 POInts. then 60. and then one day.
they'I! be kicking Staten Island's ass out of
New York Yeah. take that Staten Island Be
happy J ou \\ on a game. because \.. hen thinking
about all the good things of New York. Staten
Island seems to never come up
See. w hen I used to pia) street ball a lot. my
team lost bad 'We kept on pracncmg until \.. e
actually w on a game Suddenly, we were w inrung every game One day, \\C \ .. cnt on a streak
of ten wInS In a row unn lone team finally beat
us The) celebrated along with like 20 other
people w e had beaten. like they won the NBA
championship. The next day. they decided that
hockey was their sport Like 20 kids decided
that they never \\ anted to play us again Talk
about a legacy So. losing IS not so bad It
builds character
Now It's time for the
women's team to pull together. get better and
leave a legacy of their own
What else \.. cnt on') Oh y eah, people arc talking about Tiger Woods' big streak of w ins It's
good to see someone train so hard and see It
payoff Let's see. he did all those leg workouts
so It wouldn't hurt so much when he drove

.....
-r
\

from hole to hole. He benched 400 pounds so
he could swing the club so well. and he curled
80 pounds so he could do that really cool arm
thrust thing he does when he wins. Oh, and he
did that exercise where you put both hands
together, get dow n on ) our knees and pray for
that ball to go Into the hole Yeah. Tiger Woods
IS an athlete.
Am I the only one who would really like to
see Garth Brooks do well In spring training?
Ken Griffey Jr. IS going to the Reds. Glad to
see someone w ho would rather be the best
pia) er on a bad team than a good player on a
great team You had your chance to be a Met
and win a ring. Instead you chose the Reds of
all teams. You suck'
John Rocker had to come to New York for his
appeal on his suspension. Who decided New •
York should be the place he goes to try to uplift
hIS suspension. That's like sending Hitler to
Israel
Someone tell MIchael Jordan to get away
from the front office It's a venture that's going
the same way as that lIttle baseball thing you
tried. Now, when this fails, please don't try to
make another comeback We don't want vou
"'
back.
Is it me. or IS Phil Jackson the type of person
you seriously w ant to beat on. I don't like his
attitude Van Gundy is a lot cooler than you
anyday.
I totally forgot that the All-Star game was
being played Sunday. I agreed to work for
some 23-year-old loser. who shall remain
nameless. who had his mom call in sick for
him. Poor baby. You made me miss the game.
Thanks a lot Brian
Well. that's all for now. I've had enough of
my own mouth for this issue. I say this was a
pretty good column, and I didn't even write
anything on wrestling. Not even to tell you to
buy ECW: Hardcore Revolution this week,
because It will kick ass. See, I'm not obsessed
with wrestling. Later...

Len Mitchell

